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Foreword
My 25-year career reporting for the BBC in South Asia was a history of
the damage governments can do to their own cause by pursuing what
they believe are methods which will guarantee them the media coverage
they want. I came to believe that the power of the media does not equal
the power or effectiveness of its message, and that no matter what efforts
are made to drown out alternative messages they will somehow be heard.
For almost the whole of my career the electronic media in all the
countries of South Asia were controlled by Ministries of Information.
This was the era of the transistor revolution when cheap sets spread
shortwave radio listening to the remotest corners of South Asia. Because
the Government-controlled media were broadcasting propaganda, and
poor and rich alike were quite able to discern this, millions and millions
of listeners used to tune in to the BBC regularly for what they felt was
impartial news. Whenever I asked villagers why they listened to the
BBC they used to say, ‘Because it gives true news, and gives it first.’ Yet
the BBC’s voice was difficult to hear because it came crackling across the
shortwave, it was difficult to find amidst all the other crackles, and it was
broadcast for only comparatively short periods. Governments commanded
the long and medium waves with their far superior signals, and stayed
on air 24 hours a day. Their power was far greater than the BBC’s.
Needless to say, the credibility of the BBC, and its consequent popularity, frustrated governments and was sometimes even seen by them as
a threat to their security. On two occasions the BBC was seen as such a
threat that the British Government allowed itself to be dragged into the
battle of the airwaves. The BBC was in the eye of the storm during the
movement against the Pakistani Prime Minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto,
after his controversial electoral victory in 1977. I had to sit in the press
gallery of the National Gallery and listen to Bhutto launching an impassioned attack on me. Shortly after that I was summoned by the British
High Commissioner to be told that the BBC’s reporting was damaging
British relations with Pakistan and so he thought I should leave. I
replied that the BBC had been intending to give me a break, but his
intervention meant that I would have to stay on for at least two more
weeks. During the dreadful riots in which thousands of Sikhs were
massacred after the assassination of the Indian Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi in 1984, the British High Commissioner in Delhi called in all
x
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the British correspondents and warned them that if they didn’t tone
down their coverage, they would be thrown out. The riots didn’t last
long enough for us to put that threat to the test.
History shows us that the alternative sources of information which
spring up when governments try to control its flow change as the
means for disseminating information change. In my case, as I have said,
it was the transistor radio which gave the BBC its extraordinary influence in South Asia. History also shows us that new media do not necessarily replace older forms of transmitting information. Britain might
well have lost the First World War if it hadn’t been for the army they
recruited in India. The British Government realised that if damaging
reports about the progress of the war were not countered, the stability
of the country from which that crucial manpower was being drawn,
and the loyalty of the soldiers once they were recruited, would be
threatened. The Governments in Britain and in India therefore used all
the most modern technologies and techniques to get their message
across and to combat hostile sources of information. There was one premodern medium which they had particular difficulty in controlling:
the rumour mill. One of the official bulletins, personally scrutinised by
the Viceroy before it was carried by the news agencies, stated that ‘wild
rumours were still circulating in bazaars’. The bulletin admitted that in
spite of the rumours’ wildness every effort needed to be made to
prevent ‘the credulous’ believing them.
When Indira Gandhi imposed a State of Emergency, censored the
press and told the Director General of All India Radio that credibility
didn’t matter and he should just broadcast what he was told to broadcast, she forgot India’s penchant for rumours. She didn’t think of the
little teashops all over the country where people were gathering to pour
scorn on the censored newspapers and eagerly discuss the rumours in
the bazaar. But when the Emergency was over and an election was
declared, she discovered the power of the rumours about her slum
destruction and mass sterilisation campaigns which had filled the
information vacuum, the credibility gap, left by the censored press and
the tightly controlled official media. After she had been trounced in the
election she said to me, ‘I have been defeated by rumours.’ That was not
the whole truth, but nor was it entirely untrue. There is another lesson
for governments in Indira Gandhi’s defeat. Sensitive governments
realise the value of receiving as well as sending out information.
Because independent sources were blocked by her own emergency regulations, Indira Gandhi was not aware of the damage the sterilisation
campaign was doing to her reputation.

xii Sir Mark Tully

Many people have been convinced by Marshall McLuhan that ‘the
medium is the message’. But my experience as a journalist has taught
me that the message does not necessarily reach its destination. The
impact of rumour has shown me that when rival media put out
different messages it isn’t always the most powerful one that goes
home. I’ve learnt from the failure of government-controlled media that
overstated messages lead people to look for other sources of information. These and other important lessons are reinforced by history,
particularly by the history of imperial Britain.
Britain’s media relations with its Indian Empire and its colonies were
peculiarly delicate, because in most cases imperial rule was a partnership. Britain could never have ruled India without securing Indian partners. India may have come under British rule by conquest, but there
was no question of holding it by force. Keeping partners on side
required a very subtle message; it had to persuade those it was addressed
to that it was in their interest to be ruled by foreigners. It had to counter
hostile messages without resorting to crude propaganda or coercion.
That is why a study of those relations is so fascinating.
I draw encouragement from the history of media relations between
Britain and the Empire. In the latter days of the Indian Empire Britain
was opposed by perhaps the most effective journalist of the twentieth
century: Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi. Winston Churchill and many
others in Britain scorned the power of his message, thinking that the
pen and the voice of one eccentric man who rejoiced in his own
poverty, whose own paper the Harijan was not officially addressed to
the opinion-makers but to the poorest of the poor, who had no voice
on the radio, could not possibly compete with the media power in the
Government’s hands. But they learnt the hard way that the power of
the media does not correspond directly to the power of the message.
So for those fearful of the power of the media today which is spreading
a global culture, Gandhi and the difficulties the mighty British Empire
had in getting its message across give hope that the present cultural
imperialism will not have it all its own way. These essays show that
there will always be resistance to a message, no matter how powerful
the media. My experience, and my reading of these essays, also lead me
to believe that the more powerful the media the more likely it is to
provoke others to send out their messages, and the most powerful
media does not always win.
Mark Tully
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